
Logical Thinking through Computer Programming

September 2, 2016 - September 23, 2016
Men’s Honor Farm

Course Objectives

• To empower students.

• To elevate the technical literacy of the students.

• To help students gain confidence in their logical thinking and mathemat-
ical knowledge.

• To give the students projects to take home and have pride in.

Skills

• Familiarity with inner workings of computers.

• Strengthened problem solving skills.

• Basic knowledge of Python syntax.

• Understanding of fundamental computer programming concepts, such as:
loops, booleans, if-else statements.
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Computer Basics and Python

A modern computer is “a machine that stores and manipulates information
under the control of a changeable program.”

What is a computer program?

• A detailed step-by-step set of instructions telling the computer what to
do.

• If the program changes, the computer performs a different task.

– The machine stays the same.

• Programs are executed or carried out.

All computers have the same power.
Software (programs - like the ones we will write) controls the hardware (the

physical machine).

Parts of a Computer

• The Central Processing Unit, or CPU, carries out basic operations. Think
of it like a brain.

• The CPU can only access main memory.

– Main memory is fast but volatile.

– Secondary memory (for example: hard drives, CDs, flash disks) pro-
vides more permanent storage.

Programming Languages

• Natural language has ambiguity:

– “Feed the cat in green pajamas.”

• Programs are expressed in an unambiguous, precise way using program-
ming languages.

– We will use Python3.

∗ Python is a programming language. Just like any language we
must learn the words and rules (or syntax) of this language.

∗ With this knowledge of syntax, we will be able to comunicate
with the computer. The Python interpreter will translate our
words into 0s and 1s - the only things that a computer recognizes.
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Arithmetic

A computer is designed to compute things. Python would be a very poor pro-
gramming language if it didn’t allow simple calculations using symbols (syntax)
that we understand. Luckily, Python makes simple calculations almost as easy
as a calculator.

When we see the three arrow prompt, we know that Python is waiting for
us to ask it to do something.
>>>

We can ask it to add, subtract, multiply, or divide two numbers:
>>> 7 + 5

12

>>> 14 - 3

11

>>> 5 * 4

20

>>> 18 / 3

6.0

Note: be careful with syntax, if you tried to use the “times” symbol ×, you
would get an error:
>>> 4 X 5

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

Spaces don’t matter in mathematical expressions. In Python, the following
two expressions are equivalent:
>>> 8+15

>>> 8 + 15

Do you notice anything different about the result from 18/3 when compared
to the results from the other calculations?

• Even though 18/3 is a whole number, Python treats the result as a decimal
number.

• In Python a whole number (a number without fractions) is called an int,
an abbreviation for integer.

• A number with a fraction or decimal is called a float, or floating point
number.

• These two types of numbers are treated quite differently in Python. We
discuss this more later when we talk about types.

Exercises

• What other arithmetic operations would you like Python to support?

• Give an example of an int.
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• Give an example of a float.

• What type do you think will result if we add an int and a float?

• What if you wanted to perform a calculation on more than two numbers
at once?

– What would you expect the result of 3 − 7 ∗ 5 to be?

– What about 3 ∗ 7 − 5?
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Print Statements

Imagine that you were looking at a computer in 1974 and on the screen appeared
the words “hello world”. You would be amazed. It would seem as though the
computer was actually saying hello to the world, as though it personally wanted
to communicate.

Today’s computers display millions of things to us, from books and songs to
photos and live streaming video. The words “hello world” printed to the screen
aren’t that exciting these days. But it is still the first print statement that
we will give the computer.

The syntax to display something on the screen is:
>>> print("Hello World")

Then Hello World is displayed (or printed) on the screen. The syntax for
the print function is a bit complicated (but will quickly become second nature).
When you want to print something to the screen:

• Use the word print (not Print or PRINT).

– Capitalization matters in Python.

• After the word print there should be an open parenthesis, (, then comes
your parameter or argument, the thing(s) you want printed to the screen,
followed by a close parenthesis, ).

• For our purposes today, the thing that we want to print to the screen is
text or a string.

– We let Python know that the text we are typing is a string by en-
closing the text in quotation marks, single or double:

>>> print("Hello World")

and

>>> print('Hello World')

print the same thing.

– "Today is a lovely day" is a string.

"I love punctuation.,:;?! and numbers 2926" is a string.

"34" is a string.

Hello world is not a string.

34 is not a string.

Exercises

• Write a print statement that prints your name to the screen.

• Write a print statement that is exactly one sentence long that is the one
thing you would say to the president if you were to meet him.
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• Print the first four lines of your favorite song.

• Meet Bob. Bob is hungry. Help Bob get to the cheese by writing directions
for him using print statements.

Example Print Statements:

print("Go Straight")

print("Turn Right")

print("Turn Left")
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More Print Statements

You have mastered the print statement with a single string parameter. Suppose
that you wish to print multiple things to the screen with one command (perhaps
ints and floats as well as strings). print is very versatile, it allows one or more
parameters.

For example, suppose your favorite number is 8. And your friend Alex’s
favorite number is 17.4. Suppose that you wanted to print your favorite numbers.

You could use the following statement:
>>> print("My favorite number is ",8)

My favorite number is 8

And:
>>> print(17.4,"is Alex’s favorite number.")

17.4 is Alex’s favorite number.

Notice that print printed both strings and ints and floats in the same com-
mand.

You could write basic arithmetic expressions:
>>> print("3 + 4 = ",7)

3 + 4 = 7

or
>>> print("3 + 4 = ",3 + 4)

3 + 4 = 7

You could also make the computer look like it can’t do basic arithmetic:
>>> print("3 + 4 = ",42)

3 + 4 = 42

Exercises

• Can you print 3 distinct things with a single print statement? How about
4?

• What do you think would happen if you printed each letter of “hello”
separately?

>>> print("h","e","l","l","o")

• What do you think would happen if you printed each letter of “hello” with
a separate print statement?

• Write the print statement to print your favorite joke on one line and the
answer to your favorite joke on the next line.

Can a kangaroo jump higher than a house?

Of course, a house doesnt jump at all.

• Print your favorite book on one line. Print your favorite movie on the line
after that.
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Types

In our earlier discussion of arithmetic in Python, we noticed something: >>> 5 * 4

20

>>> 18 / 3

6.0

As discussed earlier, Python refers to a whole number as an int. A number
with a decimal (even if the decimal is 0) is called a float. These two data types
are treated differently in the computer. ints are exact numbers that require little
space on your computer. floats are approximations to the decimal number that
they represent. These take up more space on your computer. The data type
that you choose to hold your numbers will usually be easy to determine based
on your purpose. For example, when we use loops, we will see that only ints
are appropriate for the range function. If you were trying to keep track of how
many tomatos you have, ints would be appropriate. If you were trying to keep
track of the precise weight of each tomato, floats would be appropriate.

We have seen another data type: strings (str).
How can we determine what type we are dealing with?

• The type function.

>>> type(17)

<class ’int’>

>>> type(17.5)

<class ’float’>

>>> type(17.0)

<class ’float’>

>>> type("17")

<class ’str’>

>>> type("seventeen")

<class ’str’>

>>> type(seventeen)

NameError: name ’seventeen’ is not defined

Combining Different Types

We can certainly add an int and a float (they are both numeric types):
>>> 3.4 + 7

10.4

Can we add an int and a string?
>>> 3 + "hello"

TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for +: ’int’ and ’str’

No - it doesn’t make any sense.
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What about adding a string and a string?
>>> "hello" + "hello"

’hellohello’

Strange - when the “+” operator is applied to two numbers it adds them
as we expect. When the “+” operator is applied to two strings it sticks them
together or concatenates them.

Exercises

• What is the type of "72"?

• What is the type of 24 + 35.2?

• What is the type of hello?

• What is the type of "good" + " morning"?

• What do you think would be the best type to use to hold the following
values?

– Number of people.

– Change from a vending machine.

– Scoops of ice cream.

– Your best friend’s name.

– Distance to the moon.

• What types do you think will result from the statements below?

– "This" + "is" + "a" + "string"

– 5 + 6

– 1.0 * 9.0

– 5 + "THIS IS A STRING"

– "5" + "THIS IS A STRING"
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Variables

Suppose that there is a large number, say 203467319873, that we want to per-
form many calculations with. It gets tedious to type 203467319873 multiple
times. If we know that we will be using this number frequently in our program,
we can give it a simple name, and refer to the number using the name.

• To assign variables in Python, we use the equal sign, =.

• We write the variable name on the left of the equal sign and assign to it
the value on the right of the equal sign.

>>> fav num = 203467319873

• We can check to see what value fav num is holding by simply typing:

>>> fav num

203467319873

• We can perform operations with fav num just as we would with 203467319873:

>>> fav num + fav num

406934639746

• Caution: If we had typed >>> fav num + fav num or >>> fav num be-
fore assigning fav num a value, we would have received an error, because
Python wouldn’t know what fav num is.

• We can also store strings and other types to variables. Suppose my favorite
flower is the daisy:

>>> fav flower = "daisy"

Then I could print “daisy” as follows:

>>> print(fav flower)

daisy

Or we could apply what we know about the print function:

>>> print("My favorite flower is the",fav flower)

My favorite flower is the daisy

Variable Name Rules

Python has a few rules about what names your variables can have:

• Variables must begin with a letter or underscore.

• After the first letter variables may have any combination of letters, num-
bers, and/or underscores.
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• Variable names are case sensitive: Tomato and tomato are two distinct
variable names.

• It is not required, but it is often useful, to name your variables in a way
that explains what they contain. For example, if your variable holds the
number of apples that a farm sold in a day, apple count is a better name
than x.

Reassignment

Variables are variable, so you may always change the value they hold:
Suppose you work at a plant shop and you want to keep track of how many

ferns you sell in a day. Suppose at noon you have sold 12 ferns:
>>> fernCount = 12

>>> fernCount

12

Between noon and 4pm you sold 14 more ferns. There are two ways to
update fernCount:
>>> fernCount = fernCount + 14

>>> fernCount

26

or
>>> fernCount = 26

>>> fernCount

26

Exercises

• Give examples of valid and invalid variable names.

• Why didn’t I need quotation marks here: >>> print(fav flower)?
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User Input

Usually, our programs are written with a user in mind. A user is someone who
will interact with our program. It is often handy to be able to ask the user for
input; perhaps their username, password, phone number, or favorite color.

Python has a function that does this for us: The input function. The input
function accepts one argument. This argument is the prompt (text) that will
be displayed to the user. After the prompt is printed for the user, the computer
waits for the user to enter something.
>>> input("What is your favorite color?")

What is your favorite color?

When the user types something, Python accepts what is typed as a string.
Usually we like to save the user input to a variable:
>>> color = input("What is your favorite color? ")

Suppose the user enters “green”:
What is your favorite color? green

>>> color

’green’

Now the variable color holds the string ’green’.
Suppose we want to ask the user for the numeric date of their birthday?

>>> number = input("What day of the month were you born on? ")

What day of the month were you born on? 23

>>> number

’23’

What’s going on here?
>>> type(number)

<class ’str’>

23 is being treated as a string rather than an int...

• input always takes what the user enters and treats it as a string.

• We can convert ’23’ into an int by either using the int or float functions,
which tells Python to turn the number into an int or float.

• Or, we can use the eval function, which tells Python to evaluate whatever
the string in holding.

>>> int(number)

23

>>> float(number)

23.0

>>> eval(number)

23
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Exercises

• Suppose we wanted to immediately save number as an int. Do you think
the following code would work?

>>> number = eval(input("What day of the month were you born on? "))
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Functions

We have seen functions before. In fact, on the first day we used the print

function. Then the type, input, int, float, and eval functions.
In this section we will write our own function to print the average of two

numbers.
The syntax for defining your own function starts with a function definition.

You must choose a name for your function. We will call our function avg 2 nums:

>>> def avg 2 nums():

The function definition is followed by the instructions you want the computer
to follow. These instructions need to be indented.

In our case, we would like to ask the user for two numbers. We will do this
by using eval(input()) twice.

Then we will create a variable average to hold the average of the two user
input numbers.

Finally we will print the average:
>>> def avg 2 nums():

first = eval(input("Please enter the first number that you would like to average: "))

second = eval(input("Please enter the second number that you would like to average: "))

average = (first + second)/2

print("The average of those two numbers is",average)

To call our function, we simply type its name with open and close parenthe-
ses:
>>> avg 2 nums()

Why ( )?

Functions with Parameters

All of the functions we’ve seen have accepted parameters. avg 2 nums didn’t
need any parameters because it asked the user for input.

Let’s modify the function so that it accepts two numbers as parameters.
If we want our function to accept parameters we need to put variables as

placeholders for the parameters in the parentheses.
>>> def avg2(first,second):

avg = (first + second)/2

print("The average of",first,"and",second,"is",avg)

>>> avg2(3,4)

The average of 3 and 4 is 3.5

Exercises

• Write a function that averages 3 user input numbers.

• Write a function that averages 3 numbers given as parameters.
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Programs

What if we turned off the computer after writing our avg 2 nums() function?
The function would be gone and we would have to define the function all over
again. Remember that main memory is volatile.

If we plan to write longer functions than avg 2 nums() (and we do!) then
we would like to save them to more secure secondary memory so that they don’t
just vanish when we turn off the computer.

We save the instructions that we wish to reuse in a program.
A program must be stored in a separate file and must end with the extension

“.py”. The syntax within the program is the same as the syntax that we have
been using in the interpreter.

Moon Weight Calculator

Did you know that on the moon you weigh one sixth of your weight on the
Earth? So if on Earth you weigh 180 pounds, you would weigh 30 pounds on
the moon!

We will write a program that takes a user input (Earth) weight and computes
the user’s weight on the moon.

We will open up a new file and write our instructions. We already know
all of the pieces that we will need for this program: input, eval, arithmetic,
variables and print statements.

userEarthWeight = eval(input("What is your weight on Earth? "))

userMoonWeight = userEarthWeight / 6

print("Wow! You weigh", userMoonWeight, "pounds on the moon!")

Save your code to a file that ends with “.py”. I chose to call mine “moon.py”.
To run the code, simply click “Run Module” in the “Run” tab.

Comments

It is very good practice to comment your code.

• Comments are intended only for human eyes - the computer skips com-
ments entirely.

• The syntax for a comment is the # symbol. Anything that appears on
the line after the # will be completely ignored by the computer.

• Comments are valuable to others using your code as well as to yourself.

This would be an example of well-commented code for our program:
#moon weight calculator

#September 9, 2016

#This program will ask a user for their weight on Earth

#and will return their weight on the moon.
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Exercises

• Modify the moon weight program so that it starts with a print statement
declaring what the program will do.

• Write a program that calculates your weight on the sun. Your weight on
the sun is 27 times your weight on the Earth!
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Loops

Computers are excellent at performing similar tasks over and over again - some-
times millions of times!

Suppose we are really excited about something, perhaps it’s harvest time on
the farm. We want the world the know that it’s harvest time by repeating that
it’s harvest time 14 times.

The range Function

We will take a side track for a moment to discuss the range function. This
function will come in handy when looping.

In its most basic form, the range function accepts a single integer parameter,
x, and creates a list starting at 0, and increasing by one until it reaches one less
than x.

For example:
>>> range(7)

[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

(Note: The above code only works in Python2 - We use Python3, so the list
wouldn’t be printed - don’t worry, it behaves exactly the same.)

Loop Syntax ‘‘for i in’’

Recall our original problem of getting the computer to repeat that it’s harvest
time 14 times.

First, you need a variable to tell the computer how many times you want
the instructions carried out. We will use the variable i, but any valid variable
name will work. The range function will tell the computer what values i should
take on. The syntax for the harvest time operation is:
>>> for i in range(14):

print("It’s harvest time!!!")

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!

It’s harvest time!!!
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It’s harvest time!!!

What is really going on here?
We know that the range(14) function has values 0, 1, 2, ... , 13 in its list.

What is actually happening is that i takes on each of the values in the list. The
first time through the loop, i is taking on the value 0. The second time through
the loop, i takes on the value 1. And so on until the last time through the loops
when i takes on the value 13. Then there are no more values for i to take on,
so the loop has finished it’s work.

Why didn’t we see any of this happening? Because we never used i in the
loop’s instructions. Let’s try to use our variable i:
>>> for i in range(5):

print("This is time",i,"through the loop.")

print("It’s harvest time!!!")

This is time 0 through the loop.

It’s harvest time!!!

This is time 1 through the loop.

It’s harvest time!!!

This is time 2 through the loop.

It’s harvest time!!!

This is time 3 through the loop.

It’s harvest time!!!

This is time 4 through the loop.

It’s harvest time!!!

What if we wanted i to take on values other than 0, 1, . . . , 4? Perhaps we
want i to take on values 7, 3, 12,−5. Rather than using the range function we
can just provide the list [7, 3, 12,−5]:

>>> for i in [7, 3, 12, -5]:

print("This is time",i,"through the loop.")

print("It’s harvest time!!!")

This is time 7 through the loop.

It’s harvest time!!!

This is time 3 through the loop.

It’s harvest time!!!

This is time 12 through the loop.

It’s harvest time!!!

This is time -5 through the loop.

It’s harvest time!!!

Exercises

• Write a for loop to print out all of the even numbers from 4 to 12.
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• Write a for loop to print out “Happy Birthday!” 51 times.

• Initialize a variable to be 0, then add 1 to the variable, then 2, then 3,
until you add 27 to the variable. So your variable should be holding the
value 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + · · · + 26 + 27. Do this using a for loop.
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Booleans

Here we introduce another type with only two possible values: True and False.
Consider the following statement: “Our computers are blue.”

• Either this statement is true or not. In our case, it’s a true statement.

Python can evaluate certain statements and verify their truth.
We ask Python if 5 is greater than 2:

>>> 5 > 2

True

We ask Python if 23 + 1 is less than 22:
>>> 23 + 1 < 22

False

We can ask Python if two numbers are equal using ==:
>>> 17 == 17

True

Notice that the syntax is == rather than =. Recall that = is used for
assignment.
>>> 17 = 17

SyntaxError: can’t assign to literal

The type of True and False is Boolean:
>>> type(True)

<class ’bool’>

>>> type(False)

<class ’bool’>

In the next section, we will use Booleans to ask the computer to make
decisions.

Exercises

• Give an algebraic expression that evaluates to True.

• Give an algebraic expression that evaluates to False.
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If - Else

We are now going to make the computer appear like it is thinking and making
choices.

If statements work exactly like they sound. The computer checks if some-
thing is true. If so, the computer follows a set of instructions.

The syntax is if followed by some boolean and a colon. The instructions
that should be carried out if the boolean is true are indented in the body of the
if statement.
>>> if 4 < 5:

print("Good! 4 is less than 5.")

Good! 4 is less than 5.

The test in our if statement was true because 4 is less than 5. So the
instructions in the body were carried out. What if the test was false?
>>> if 4 > 5:

print("Good! 4 is less than 5.")

Here, since 4 is not greater than 5, nothing happened. The body of the if
statement was not carried out. What if we wanted it to tell you that something
was wrong (that 4 is not greater than 5)?

Else

If we want the computer to do something else if the boolean is false, we can use
an else statement within the if statement.
if 4 > 5:

print("Good! 4 is less than 5.")

else:

print("Oops! Check your number line.")

Oops! Check your number line.

Exercises

• Write a program to check a user input name. If it’s your programming
partner’s name print “I’m glad we get to share a computer in Python
class!”. If it’s not your programming partner’s name print “You should
learn to code. It’s fun!”
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Continuing your Computer Programming Educa-
tion:

Using Python3 on Any Computer

• To run your code on a computer connected to the internet: https://repl.it/languages/python3

• To install Python3 and IDLE so that you can run your programs without
being connected to the internet: https://www.python.org/downloads/

Community College Offerings

I spoke with computer science faculty members at Cuesta and Allan Hancock
and they warmly welcome you and strongly urge you to continue your computer
programming education.

• Cuesta: CIS 231 - the material that we covered in this course is what is
covered in the first four weeks of CIS 231.

However, it is recommended that you start with CIS 201 to maximize your
long-term success.

• Allan Hancock: Doesn’t offer any classes in Python, but CS111 and
CS112 are excellent computer science classes offered in other programming
languages.
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